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Sumvtzury When the accelerating and electric sector 
voltages of a Nier- Johnson mass spectrometer are simul- 
taneously varied to produce a spectrum of daughter ions 
derived from a selected metastable parent ion, the spe- 
trum contains peaks which are not diffuse, so that 
precise mass measurement is facilitated and peaks due to 
isobaric daughter ions may be resolved. 
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THE apparent masses of diffuse ‘metastable peaks’ accom- 
panying sharper normal peaks in mass spectra recorded on 
magnetic sector instruments have been measured previously 
under conditions of high mass-reso1ution.l The technique is 
of limited value for establishing the elemental compositions 
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FIGURE 1. Peaks due to  daughter ions from fragmentation of 
metastable molecular ions of cyclohexanone, measured on an 
AEI MS902 with V = 7760-SOOOV. The static resolution for 
normal ions was 2700 (10% valley). The level of the contour 
in’Figure 2 is indicated by horizontal lines. (a) Combined V ,  E 
scans, parent: molecular ion ( M ,  = 98.073); (b) V scan, 
daughter: M - CHO (md = 69.070). 
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of metastable ions and their fragmentation products 
because the diffuse character of the metastable peaks 
persists at  high resolution, and is often sufficient to cause 
significant overlap with adjacent normal or metastable 
peaks. 
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IKE. The combined V,E scan may also be contrasted with 
the superficially similar MIKE scan (E  varied, V and 
magnetic field constant) on instruments of reversed geo- 
~ n e t r y , ~  which yields an I K E  spectrum of daughter ions 
derived from metastable parents of constant mass-to- 
charge ratio and IKE. 

Figure 1 shows narrow mass-resolved peaks obtained in 
combined V,E scans through daughters of metastable 
molecular ions of cyclohexanone. For comparison, broad 
IKE-resolved peaks obtained in a V scan under otherwise 
identical conditions are also shown. Peaks due to loss of 
-CHO from the molecular ion appear in both scans. 

Spectra from combined V,E scans may be considered as 
cross sections a t  constant M ,  of a three-dimensional m,/y, 
IMP, intensity surface. Spectra from V scans are then 
cross sections of the same surface, but a t  right angles to 
those of combined V,E scans. If the same value of m0 is 
used, both techniques require the same values of V and E,  
and therefore yield the same intensity, a t  points where the 
cross sections intersect. Figure 2 shows contours a t  a 
selected intensity level for part of such a surface for cyclo- 
hexanone. Neglecting variation of intensity with V ,  the 

abundances of metastable ions are proportional to the 
volumes under peaks in the three-dimensional surface. As 
a single combined V,E scan through such a peak cannot 
reveal the extent to which i t  has been broadened in the M ,  
direction by energy release, or the extent of overlap with 
adjacent peaks in the M ,  direction, the combined V,E scan 
is of limited value for comparison of abundances. At 
high mass-resolution the combined V,E scan may be used 
to reveal the extent to which peaks due to isobaric daughter 
ions derived from a common metastable parent have been 
resolved, and to obtain precise measurements of the masses 
of daughter ions from metastable transitions. 

On instruments of reversed Nier- Johnson geometry i t  is 
possible to scan through metastable parent ions fragmenting 
in F F 1  to  daughters of fixed IKE by varying V a t  constant 
E and magnetic field. Spectra so produced should be 
mass-resolved, like those from the combined V,E scan 
above, and the technique should permit the resolution of 
peaks due to isobaric metastable parent ions which generate 
a common daughter ion. 
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f Because E and mo are constant, this M g  spectrum is equivalent to an IKE spectrum. 
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